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Abstract 

In an technology emerging world the most critical purpose is not, necessarily, to develop new technologies, but is largely focused 

on finding ways to integrate existing technologies with an existing infrastructure like wireless infrastructure. For example, the 

wireless technology provides an instant access to the information and services that we will want to access with devices, such as 

Smart phones, PDAs and smart electronic and electical devices etc., all linked to the network, allowing us to connect anytime and 

anywhere effortlessly. Our paper mainly focuses on how the computational power will be available everywhere through mobile 

and stationary devices that will dynamically connect and coordinate to smoothly help users in accomplishing their tasks in a 

physical and an invisible way.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Pervasive computing (also called ubiquitous computing) is the growing trend towards embedding microprocessors in everyday 

objects so they can communicate information.  The words pervasive and ubiquitous mean "existing everywhere." Pervasive 

computing devices are completely connected and constantly available. Ubiquitous computing (Ubicomp) is a post-desktop model 

of human-computer interaction in which information processing has been thoroughly integrated into everyday objects and activities 

[1]. Though the ubiquitous computing share a vision of small, inexpensive, robust networked processing devices, distributed at all 

scales throughout everyday life and generally turned to distinctly common-place ends, Ubicomp faces challenges in terms of 

systems modeling and design and UI design. Work on ubiquitous computing is still at an early phase and the present research is in 

this area is concentrating on the mobile infrastructure for wireless networking. 

II. PRESENT RESEARCH [2] 

Xerox's Palo Alto Research Center (PARC), has been working on pervasive computing applications since the 1980s. IBM's project 

Planet Blue, for example, is largely focused on finding ways to integrate existing technologies with a wireless infrastructure. 

Carnegie Mellon University's Human Computer Interaction Institute (HCII) is mainly focused to provide each user with an invisible 

halo of computing and information services that persists regardless of location. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) 

has a project called Oxygen. because they envision a future of ubiquitous computing devices as freely available and easily 

accessible as oxygen is today. Pervasive computing relies on the convergence of wireless technologies, advanced electronics and 

the Internet. The goal of researchers working in pervasive computing is to create smart products[6] that communicate 

unobtrusively. The products are connected to the Internet and the data they generate is easily available.   

This suggests that a fully robust ubiquitous computing has yet to emerge and lot of work has to be done in the field as Ubicomp 

is an interdisciplinary field of research and development that utilizes and integrates pervasive, wireless, embedded, wearable and/or 

mobile technologies to bridge the gaps between the digital and physical worlds. In our country the research has been widely carried 

out in National Ubiquitous Computing Research Centre (UCRC), Centre for Development of Advanced Computing (CDAC).  
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III. RESEARCH CHALLENGES 

Today we no longer will be sitting down in front of a PC to get access to information. Researchers across the world have taken up 

various initiatives to address the various challenges while making Ubiquitous Computing a reality. At the same time we 

increasingly rely on the electronic creation, storage, and transmittal of personal, financial, and other confidential information, and 

demand the highest security for all these transactions and require complete access to time-sensitive data, regardless of physical 

location. For example one of the challenges being the ubiquitous computing envisions hundreds of wireless computers in every 

office and its need for wireless bandwidth is also prodigious [4] as shown in the figure 1. As the networking developed over the 

past twenty years with the assumption that a machine's name, and its network address unvaried, the existing protocols such as 

TCP/IP and OSI are unprepared for to handle machine mobility without change.    So, there is need for a rigorous research to work 

on methods of enhancement or change existing protocols to handle mobility.As in Research, be able to specify the interaction 

logic,be able to specify the applications’ requirementson data and computation and Building reusable services and applications. 

Privacy advocates are concerned about the "big brother is watching you"[6] aspects of pervasive computing, but from a practical 

standpoint, most researchers feel it will improve efficiency.  In a 1996 speech, Rick Belluzo, who was then executive VP and 

general manager of Hewlett-Packard, compared pervasive computing to electricity. He described it as being "the stage when we 

take computing for granted. We only notice its absence, rather than its presence." An example of a practical application of pervasive 

computing is the replacement of old electric meters with smart meters. In the past, electric meters had to be manually read by a 

company representative. Smart meters report usage in real-time over the Internet.  They will also notify the power company when 

there is an outage, reset thermostats according to the  homeowner's directives, send messages to display units in the home and 

regulate the water heater. 

 
Fig. 1: Ubiquitous computing embeds many kinds of computers (Courtesy: engineering.doshisha.ac.jp) 

IV. APPLICATION AREAS OF UBICOMP 

Ubiquitous Computing has many potential application areas like health, home care, environment monitoring, sales automation, 

Learning etc. Key challenge for Ubiquitous information society would be to arrive at digital convergent environment and 

infrastructure integrating broadcasting, communications and Internet [3]. Research areas such as GrUb Computing, SOA based 

Framework, middleware for Ubiquitous Computing, Sensor Networks, Context-Aware Computing, Hardware Node Design, IP 

core development and proof-of-concept applications are identified as initial development focus areas [3]. The figure 2 below 

depicts this. 

 
Fig. 2: Trend towards ubiquitous computing technology: (Courtesy: informatics.sussex.ac.uk) 
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V. RECOGNIZING THE EFFECTS OF EXTENDING PROCESSING POWER[7] 

Recognizing that the extension of processing power into everyday scenarios would necessitate understandings of social, cultural 

and psychological phenomena beyond its proper ambit, Weiser was influenced by many fields outside computer science, including 

"philosophy, phenomenology, anthropology, psychology, post-Modernism, sociology of science and feminist criticism". He was 

explicit about "the humanistic origins of the ‘invisible ideal in post-modernist thought'",[8] referencing as well the ironically 

dystopian Philip K. Dick novel Ubik. 

Andy Hopper from Cambridge University UK proposed and demonstrated the concept of "Teleporting" - where applications 

follow the user wherever he/she moves. 

Roy Want, while a researcher and student working under Andy Hopper at Cambridge University, worked on the "Active Badge 

System", which is an advanced location computing system where personal mobility that is merged with computing. 

VI. RELIABILITY [5] 

1) Challenge of creating a system that have superior reliability such as other ubiquitous devices at home telephone or a 

washing machine that are virtually crash free. 

2) Different standards of reliability between desktop applications and domestic technologies. 

3) Why “traditional” desktop software systems are less reliable compared to other home appliances like microwave, washing 

machine etc. 

 Differences in development culture 

 Differences in technological approaches 

 Differences in expectations of the market 

 Differences in regulations 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In a nutshell, our objective to make our personal network travel around with us by connecting to the environment through which we 

move and allowing our mobile tools to provide us with more functionality than they ever could alone. This is a challenge that affects 

all of computer science. So we need to explore some new directions for ubicomp. Privacy is easily the most often-cited criticism of 

ubiquitous computing (ubicomp), and may be the greatest barrier to its long-term success.[9] 
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